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RESEARCH NOTE 

IMAGE SAMPLING PROPERTIES OF 
PHOTORECEPTORS: A REPLY TO MILLER 

AND BERNARD 

JUHN I. YELLOTT JR 
Cognitive Science Group. l_inicrrsity of California. Irvine. C.L\ 927 Ii. II.S.A. 

~bst~ct-~iiller and Bxrxml argue that phot~~r~ceptor sampling occurs oft the inner rather than outer 
segments. Fovea1 inner se_gnents form a iatticr-like array that should create visible &f&r& patterns when 
frequencies above 60~ deg are image by interferometry. Despite a checkered past. this prediction is 
confirmed by recent experiments. Extrafovenlly, frequencies nbote the nominal Nyquist limits of the cones 
are routinely present in the retinal image, Spectral analysis show that the inner segments there farm 
optimally irregular sampling arrays that avoid Moir& distortIon by scattering supra-Nyquist frequencies 
into broadband noise. Thus it appears that topological disorder in the receptor mosaic prevents alinsing 
outside the fovea-the only place it could occur in normal vision. 

Photoreceptors lmege samplin$ 

Miller and Bernard (1984) argue on optical grounds 
that the effects of retinal image sampling by photo- 
r2eteptors should be analysed in terms of inner seg- 
ment size and spacing instead of the corresponding 
outer segment parameters used by Yellott (1983). I 
find their argument persuasive. This note explains its 
impact on the analysis offered in my 1981 paper and 
outlines my current understanding of the &sing 
problem. 

YeUott (t982) de& with two puzzIes: (1) the fact 
that normal extrafoveal vision is not plagued by 
Moiri distortion despite a large mismatch between 
retinal image spatial bandwidth and the nominal 
Nyquist limits implied by extrafoveal cone density: 
and (2) the Cd& that apart from Byram (I 844), studies 
of fovea1 acuity for interference fringes have generally 
reported limits on the order of 6Oc;deg (LeGrand. 
1937; O’Brien, 195t; Westheimer, 1960: Campbell 
and Green, 1965). If the fovea1 cones form a spatially 
regular sampiing array one would expect much higher 
limits, because frequencies above 60 c’deg should 
alias back to detectable lower frequencies. 

Since outer segment diameters are too smalJ to 
support an explanation of either puzzle in terms of 
contrast reduction due to integration over receptor 
apertures, I sought solutions based on topolagical 
disorder in the receptor mosaic. Spectral analysis of 
a section of human fovea1 outer segments indicated 
an optimally disorderly sampling scheme, whereby 
spatial frequencies above the nominal 6Ocjdeg Ny- 
quist limit implied by fovea1 cone density would be 
scattered into broadband noise, instead of al&sing 
back to specific low frequencies, while frequencies 
below that limit would largely escape masking by 
sampling noise. This resuft seemed to explain puzzle 
(2). 

It also offered a potential explanation of puzzle (If. 
but no spectral analysis ofextrafoveal receptor arrays 

had been made at that time. Now such an analysis 
has been made for sections of rhesus cones ranging 
from the parafovea to the far periphery (Yetlott, 
1983). The results indicate that throughout the extra- 
fovea1 retina the cones form optimally random sam- 
pling arrays that avoid al&sing by scattering spectral 
energy from supra-Nyquist frequencies into broad- 
band noise. The signature of this sampling scheme is 
a “desert island” power spectrum consisting of a 
spike at the origin surrounded by a circular noise-free 
island whose radius is always twice the nominal 
Nyquist frequency implied by local cone density. The 
sections used in that analysis allow one to visualize 
the spatial arrangement of both outer and inner 
segments. and the degree of spatial disorder is the 
same for both. Extrafoveal inner segment diameters 
are too small to prevent atiusing by integration over 
the receptor aperture: e.g. in the parafovea, where the 
nominal Nyquist frequency is I5 c;deg. inner segment 
dimensions (diameter approximately 1.2 min visual 
angle) imply that a 30 cideg grating retains 60”, of its 
original contrast. Thus regardtess of whether image 
sampling ef?ectively occurs at the inner or outer 
segment level. it appears that spectral scattering by an 
irregular sampling array is the major factor that 
prevents aliasing outside the central fovea. In other 
words. one can accept Miller and Bernard’s argument 
and still conclude that topologicat disorder provides 
a solution to puzzle { 1). 

Puzzle (21 now appears in quite a different light. 
Here Miller and Bernard’s argument implies not only 
increased high frequency attenuation due to integra- 
tion over a larger receptor aperture, but also--and 
far more critically-a dramatic increase in the spatial 
regularity of the effective sampling array. ;Milfer’s 
(1979) striking photomicrograph of $4. irus fovea1 
inner segments, and comparable sections from IM. 
muhrra published by Borwein ef al. (1980). clearly 



That prediction is not s~~ppsr~d by the l;trrarure 

on interference hinge acuity. of‘ the studies cited 
abole. only Byram (1944) sspiicitly reported de- 
tection Of spatial contrast in interference fringes at 
frequencies well above 60 c dsg. He SAM; -*curved and 
broken lines” up to I50 c deg. Westheimer f i%O), 
alro using pre-laser methods. explicitly contradicted 
Hyram: his observers saw fine lines “which disap- 
peared into the back~rol(nd as spatial frequency was 
increased beyond the threshold” raround 53 c de@. 
Campbell and Green (t%j), using laser inter- 
ferometry, reported curious qualitative ett‘ects (scin- 
tillation, brightness enhancement. des~~tu~~tjon~ at 
very high frequencies, which they characterized as 
well described by Byram, hut reported spatial con- 
trast sensitivity functions vanishing around fiOc(deg. 
Legrand { 1937, 1957) and O’Brien { 1951) LIISO IT- 
ported interference rringe rtoriity iimits on tht: order 

ok” 60 c!deg. 
This conflict with the bulk of the ~sy~~ophysi~~~~ 

literature woufd seem to argue against Miller and 
Bernard’s hypothesis. However, Williams f 19833 has 

recently begun a study of high frequency contrast 
sensitivity using a refined interferometer that elimi- 
nates laser speckle. His preliminary rest&s agree well 
with Byram’s. fn particular, he can detect frequencies 
up to at least 130c,‘deg in the central 30min of the 
fovea, and their appearance seems consistent with 
aliasing by a sampling array having the degree of 
spatial reguI;trity displayed by Mifler’s section of 
Macaque inner segments. This result provides critical 
evidence that Miller and Bernard’s waveguide argu- 
ments are valid itr riz.o. I!” receptor sampling took 
place at the outer segments. as assumed in Yeliott 
(1982). frequencies above 60 c:deg might well be 
discriminable from uniform fields. but because of the 
spatial disorder of the outer segments their appear- 
ance shoutd be that of broadband noise rather than 
periodic Moirt: patterns. 

Thus the solution to puzzle (2} now appears to be 

a matter of psychophysical methodology rather than 
retinat anatomy-the bulk of the iiterature notwith- 

standing. it seems rhat spatial frequencies above 
60 c;deg are visible in the form of their low frequency 
aliases when they are artificially imaged on the fovea 
by interferometry. 

Altogether then, it seems one can now give a 
sensible account of the design principles underlying 
cone geography throughout the primate retinn. In 

normal vision the rctlnnl image :_; C~pri~~~ii~ b;ind. 
limited to 60 c deg. l\ hich is 31~ the n~~m1;1;11 Ntqur\r 
limit implied b> the denstry <)f the c<nttrmo<: cL?ne5. 
Since these cones 9re opticall) prore~r2d i‘rvm :iii3>. 
ing they cltn aftbrd to form :I regulx eio~-pa~ked 
lattice, and so Ihe) do at the levei .>i’ thclr inner 
segments. This has two :ldvant:tpes: )L S~!OK~ noise- 
free image reconstruction yia Shannon’5 .~~mpi~ng 
theorem. and it maximizes quantum arrch Outside 
the fovrola. cone densit! must i’xll of1 10 rn.ike room 
for rods. But retinal image bandtvidth cannor dc- 
crease so quickly. because it is determined by fixed 
opti components. Consequentij phot0pic Gi~n 
outside the foveola would necessarily zutfer t‘r~~t:~ 
aliasing if the cones remained regulari> arranged. So 
they don’t: instead they assume an optimail~ irreg&r 
arrangement that avoids MoirC: disrnrtion of hiph 
frequencies and minimizes sampling noise for lo\\ 
frequencies---an arrangement whose spectra! sipna- 
ture is a desert island power spectrum. (‘“The t~~tls~tl~~n 
from foveolar regularity to parrtfovetti disorder is 
nicety illustrated by Fig. 16 in Horxcrn PI c/i., i980. 
which shows tangential sections of inner srpnxncs 
xross the fovea for both M. irw :tnQ ,tf. rrrrwrr~w.f 

Of course there is some irony in the i;tct that this 
spectrum was iirst observed in a piac~ \\here it no\+ 
appears to br visually irrelevant, i.e. it-i ;tn analysis of 
foveoiaf outer segments. 
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